Across
3. 1st amendment right
5. this amendment forbids search and seizure without a warrant
6. to believe a crime may have been committed
10. when everyone agrees
11. No state can take away your right to _____
12. In Miranda v Arizona, you have to be told your _____ when arrested
13. This court case resulted in separate but equal
15. The highest court in the US
17. 1st amendment right
19. Government may not establish a religion

Down
1. this court case stopped segregation
2. the 6th amendment says you need an _____
4. 1st amendment right
7. 1st amendment right
8. to tell on yourself
9. according to the 14th amendment anyone born in US is _____
14. Tinker v Des Moines guaranteed students free _____
16. 1st amendment right
18. the 8th amendment says no cruel and unusual _____